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ABSTRACT OF THESIS

The purpose of the present research was to investígate the

relevance of the meaningfulness of a symbol used as a mediator.

Meaningfulness was defined as the frequency of occuïrence and associa-

tive value of the mediator.

Twelve of Attneave's random shapes at thro 1evels of meaninsfrrl-

ness (six at 1ow and six at high) chosen according to scaled associa-

tive values established by vanderplas and Garvin (1958) were used. An

attempt was made to change the meaningfulness of the shapes by having

the subjects manipulate them. One group of subjects manipulated shapes

of 1ow associative value while another group used shapes of high asso-

ciative value.

It was concluded that shapes of higher associative value were

more useful as mediators than shapes with lower associatÍve value. It

was also found that manípulation of the shapes improved their mediating

properties.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Interest in Lhe concepË of medíation has centered largely about

aËtempËs t.o explain Ëransfer effects in learning which occur iinmediately

withouË any obvious connect.ion beLr,veen Ëhe stimulus and the responses

which Ëhis stimulus comes Ëo evoke.

RecenËly studies have indicated thaË young children are unable

to carry out certain medíation-type Ëasks. The purpose of this study

is to test Ëhe hypothesÍs that lack of meaningfulness or familiarity

of Ëhe mediator may be the basic condition determining this apparent

mediaËion deficiency. For this study, meaningfulness or familiarity

is defined as Ëhe associative value and frequency of occurrence of the

mediator.

Mediators initially differing in familiaríty will be used and

procedures ensuring the manipulation of Ëhese mediators will be

employed ín order to aËtempË to change Ëheir familiarity"



CHAPTER II

HISTORICAT, INTRODUCTION

There are a number of areas related to this

which are concerned with meEhod of approach, some

the problem and others with the solution itself.

ín each of these areas are reviewed here.

Mediation

topic, some of

r,rith the source of

Prevíous studies

Mediatíon first received the attention of the British

Associationists in the nineteenth century. Hume postulated an indirect

associative connection between two items of experÍerrce as opposed to

a direct type of associative connection. In l_earning tr,,ro ideas, A

and C, it is noted that A had been previously associated with another

idea B, and B in turn had been associated T,üíth C. The learning of

A-C, then, is facilitated by the associaLive link or mediator. B.

Since the tíme of Hume and other Associationists. numerous

experiments have been conducted to demonstraËe the facilitating

effect of a mediaËor. Bugelski and scharlock (1952) gave college

students three lists of paired-assocíate words so arranged as to

provide a possibility of mediated associaËíon. The three lists

followed the order of A-8, B-c, A-c. The group receivíng relevant

A-8, B-c training before learning A-c learned A-c faster than the

control group. The conËro1 group also received A-8, B-C traíníng.

However, the C in this first part of the experiment. was different from

the c used for the test pair A-c. !ühile Ëhis is noL a completely



satisfactory control group since the first C may have interfered with

learning the associatíon A-C, other investigators (Norcross and Spiker,

1958; Palermo, L962; seidel, L962) have improved rhe control conditions

and have found the facilítating effects of mediation. A more satís-

factory control (Norcross and spiker, 1958) involves learning three

lists A-8, D-c, A-c. other investigators who have lengthened the

associative chain (cofer arLd Yarczor/\7er, 1957; Russell and Storms, 1955;

underwood and schulz, Lg6L) have also producecl medíation. Backward

mediation (A-8, c-8, A-c) has also been found (Mccormack, L96r; Seidel-,

1e62) .

The method of approach presented by Bugelski and Scharlock and

oËhers is the one used in this experiment. This method involves overt

mediation since the mediator B is establ-ished by the experimenter and.

is learned to the stimulus A and to the response C in the experimental

situaËion. This is ín contrast to those experimental methods used in

formíng the mediation deficiency hypothesis discussed below.

Mediation Deficiency

The mediation deficiency hypothesis, first proposed by Kuenne

(7946) states that Lhere is a developmental stage in which rhe child.

although able appropriately to 1abe1 dífferent stimulí, cannot act

upon this verbaLLzation. That is, the stimulus may receive iËs appro-

priate 1abe1 but thÍs labe1 d-oes not act as a mediator between the

stírnr:lus and the response the child Learns to associate to it. rt is

the general hypothesis of the present research Ëhat ít is the lack of



meaningfulness of the mediaËor whÍch prevenËs young children from

*¡J-'-r-i-^urçu !4 L lrrÈi.

There are three major learning situatíons presumed to involve

directly mediation which have shown evidence of differences in perform-

ance beËween younger (between three and five years of age) and older

children (above síx years of age), 1) reversal shift, 2) transposítion,

3) acquíred distinctiveness of cues" Generally older children are

superior in performance of Èhe task. In all of these situaËions the

medíaËor ís implicit, i" e. , is presumed to be esËablished before the

subject comes ínto Ëhe experimenËal situatíon and is inferred from the

behaviour on the task.

Reversal and Nonreversal Shiftg

subjects in a reversal shíft learning condition are required,

first, to discrimínate between Ëwo stimuli differing along a parËícu1ar

dimension. For example, they may learn to respond to the colour red

(posíËive) while not responding to green (negative). rn Ëhe second

part of the experimenË the previously positive sÈimulus becomes negative

and Ëhe negat,íve stimulus, posiËive. Subjects in a nonreversal shifË

learn one discrimínaËion (red posÍËive, green negaËive) but in the

second parË of the experiment they shift to a new dimension (large

positive, smal1 negative).

InvesËigators reason thaË if medíation occurs a reversal shift

should prove easier than a nonreversal shift since the relevant media-

tors are seË up in Ëhe firsË part of the experiment before Ëhe shift

occurs- For example, íf Ëhe original ÉesË ínvolves responding to red



(positive) while not responding to green (negatíve) the mediaLors, the

words "red" and "green" are establíshed. In the shift part of the

experíment when t'green" becomes positive and ttredt' negative, the media-

tors are present. In a nonreversaL shift situation, where Ëhe oríginal

discrimination ca1ls for the mediators "red" and "green" the shift may

call for the mediators 'r1arge" and "sma11". It has been found (Kendler

and D'Amato, 1955i Kendler and Kendler, L959, L960, I96L; Kendler,

Kendler and Leonard, 1962; OrConnor and Hermelin, 1959) that younger

children find a reversal shift more difficult than do older children,

thus indicating according to this hypoLhesis a lack of medíaËion with

younger children.

\lerbaLízation of the mediators in a reversal shift has not

altered these conclusions (kendler and Kendler, 1960). tr{hen children

were asked afËer the experiment to name the stirm:li even those young

children who coul-d attach the labels "red" and "green" to the stimulí

were found to be inferior to the older chíldren on a reversal shift.

Therefore, as the medÍation deficiency hypothesis proposes, whí1e young

children have the mediators or labels these do not appear to control

their behavíour.

Transpos itíon

Kuenne (L946) hypothesized xhat the l-earning of a concept of the

relation between stímuli should facilitate transposition by means of

the mediatíng properties of the concept. Since then a number of develop-

mental transposition studies have been conducËed.
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Transpositíon is studied in a discrimination problem situation.

Transposition refers to the application of a relational concept (such

as larger than), prevÍous1y learned in connection with particular

stimuli differing on some dimension, to ner¡/ stimuli removed along the

same dimension. For example, by training subjects to respond to the

larger of two stimuli, the size concept is presumably set up. üIhen

subjects are tested on two stimuli removed from the training stimuli

along the size dimension (e. g. boËh smaller than the original pair),

the mediatíng concept should facilitate learning. A number of invesLi-

gators íncludíng Kuenne (L946), Alberts and Ehrenfreund (1961) and

others (Jackson, Stonex, T,ane, and Domin gsez, 1938 ; Rudel-, 1958;

Spiker, 1956) have found that young chiLdren on the rest stimuli do

not show transposítion or facilitation while older children do.

Hunter (L952), on the other hand, found no differences oveï

ages on the transposition Ëest. However, his method has been criti-

cized for going beyond transposition since he first traíned his subjects

on three discriminatíon tasks before giving them the transposition test.

The Ëhree díscrimination tasks and Lhe test stimuli aLL differed along

the size dimension.-r It is significant ín terms of the pïesent research

that training or familiarity with the relevant concept apparently

removed differences in performance between the age groups.

Studies of transposition (Reese, L96L, L962; Rudel, L957, 196O;

spíker and rerri11, 1955; stevenson and Bitterman, 1955) ínvolving thç

íntermediaËe size problem have supported the above findings. The inter-

mediate síze problem refers to the use, in parË one of the experiment,



of three stimulj dífferíno in .íze with the middle stimulus positive.

The subject must grasp the idea that he must respond to therrmiddlerl

sLimulus, i.e. the concept of "middle sizedness'r. On the transposition

test three stimuli differíng in sLze but removed along tine stze dimen-

síon (e. g. al-1 smaller) are used.

Acquired DistincEiveness of Cues

Acquired distinctiveness of cues or stimulus predifferentíation

has been considered important in the area of med.iation since Spiker

(1956) proposed that acquired distinctiveness may have its effect

through the use of st.ímulus names for rehearsal of the S-R connecËions

during the inËerstimulus ínterval. This interpretation ca11s upon the

concept of mediation. The results of these studies will be discussed

be1ow.

Familiaritv

A large number of various types of studies have been done in

which the experience of Ëhe subjects has been manipulated. The resulLs

of this manipulation of experience have shor^rn Lhat experience has an

effect on future inLellectual development and learning.

The role of experience in the ínstinctive behaviour of l-ower

anímals provides evidence of interest here. These studies have been

been reviewed in Huntrs "rntelligence and ". Birch (lgso)

found that female rats who were reared with collars to prevent them

from licking their own genítalía ate Ëheír young at parturition rather

than 1ícking them. Birch reasoned that this behaviour may be aËtributed



Ëo the fact that the females had not learned to inhibít chewing and

swallowíng responses origínally directed to their own genitalia.

Riess (1950, 7954) interfered wiËh the nest buildÍng behaviour

of female raËs by separating femal-e rats from nesL building materials

unËi1 the time of their fírst litter. At that time, even when províded

wíth the appropríaEe materials the rats built very ínadequate nests.

GestalË Psychology, which emphasizes predeËermined development

rather than experience holds that pattern perception and ínsight are

dependent upon the development of the relevant cerebral- structures.

Observation of patients who have regained their sighË through

surgical removal of congenital cataracts reveals that these indíviduals

are very confused when Lhey first see. rt took months for them to

learn the names for many visual shapes (Hunt, I96L).

Hebb (L937a, 7937b) reared rats in darkness and then tested

them on a discrimination task involvíng 1norizontal and vertical Lines.

Usíng Lashleyrs (1938) experiment as control data, Ilebb found thar rats

reared ín darkness required many more trials Ëo learn the task thus

índícating the importance of experíence.

Reisen and his associates (1951) reared chimpanzees in darkness

and showed that pat.terned visual experience appears Ëo be essential

for the development of visual perception. rn two experiments (Ríesen,

Kurke and Mel1ínger, L953; Riesen and Mellinger, L956) studying inter-

ocular Lransfer, animals reared ín darkness each day were given a

period of patterned vísion to one eye wiLh the other receiving only

díffuse lÍght. Duríng Lhe test phase subjects, using only the eye



which had received pattern vision (control animals using only one eye)

T,^/ere trained to go to a container on whÍch there r^/as a Ëriangle as

distinguished from another container with a circle. trrlhen animals

returned to the tesË and used the other eye, it was found that animal-s

prevÍous1y receivíng diffuse 1íght showed no transfer whí1e control

anÍmals did show it. These animals reared in darkness r^rere also much

ínferior to normally reared animals in the original acquísition of

such a discrimination.

Insightful behaviour has also been shor,m to be dependent upon

experience (Bingham, 1929; Bírch, L945). For example, Jackson (1942)

found that chímpanzees would not use a stick to reach for a banana

unless they had been previously permitted to play with the stíck.

Harlow's learning set studies in r¿hich animal_s, generally

monkeys, after repeated practice in performíng discríminaËion tasks

show improvement on 1ater, similar, learning tasks reinforce the ímpor-

tance of experience in learníng.

Studies of enriched environment (Forgus, L954, L955a, 1955b;

Forgus and Forgay, 1952) initÍated by Hebb (7949) have shown a correla-

tion betweeri experience and learning. Gibson and I^Ialk (1956, 1958)

have shown that the simílarity of material experienced previous to the

test task, wíth the test task materíal, is a sígnificant factor here.

These ínvestigators found Ehat patterns inside a 1ivíng cage could have

a facilitati:ng effect. on the subsequent learning of a discrimination

task involving these patterns.

Physiological changes have been correl-ated with environmental
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situatíons. Krech, Rozensweig and Bennett (1960) have found that the

more complex the environment, the lower the cortical-subcortical ratio

of cholinesterase activitv.

underwood and schuLz (L960) have defíned meaningfulness (M)

mainly in terms of frequency of occurrence and have postulated a posi-

tive correl-ation between meaningfulness and rate of learning. Closely

associated with frequency is the associatíve value of the stímul_us.

The present research combines both frequency and associative value in

a definition of meaningfulness.

A large number of studies ín Lhe area of verbal learning have

shorr¡n a relationshíp between associative value of words (according to

the Glaze or Noble scales) and speed of learning (Dowling and Braun,

7957; Mandler and Huttenlocher, 1956; McGeoch, 1930; Nobl-e, L952;

Noble and McNeely, L957) and others have shown that when stimulus and

response meaningful-ness are varied independently, both are directly

related to rate of learning but the magnitude of Ëhe effect ís grearer

for response meaníngfulness than for stímulus meaningfulness (Cieutat,

stockwell and Noble, Lg5B; Jantz and underwood, 1958; Mandler and

Campbel1, 1957).

Frequency of occurrence has been manipurated by choosing word,

trígrams, bigrams and single letters of varying frequency according to

scales set up by Noble, GIaze and Underwood and Schulz. These studies

have again shor,¡n a correlation between frequency and rate of learning

(Underwood and Schulz, L960, ExperimenLs, 5,6,7 ,8,9,10,11, L3,L4,L5,L6).

rn addíËion, famil-iarizatíon training has been given by having subjects
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repeat the word to be learned either voca11y, by spellirrg oï by writing,

or by recognition tests wiËh sími1ar results (Nob1e, 1955; sheffield,

L946; underwood and schulz, !960, ExperimenLs 1,2,3,4; tr{aters, Lg3g).

Acquired distinctiveness of cues or stimulus predifferentiation

ís another areâ which should be noËed when considering trfamiliarity".

In studies of this variable subjects 1-earn differential responses to

the test stimuli. During the test phase ïl.eT¡r responses are learned.

Subjects who had stimulus predifferentiatíon show facil-itation effects

on part two of the experíment.

Spiker (1956) as well as others (Cantor, lg55; Norcross and

spiker, 1957; Reese, L960; shepard, 1954; Ideír and stevenson, Lgsg)

found no differences Ín the effect of acquíred distinctiveness between

younger and older children. These results are noL consistent wiËh the

mediation deficiency hypothesís. However the general hypothesis of

this thesis, that familíarity with the medíator facilitates meaning,

could account for these contradictory results. Since the definiËíon

of meaningfulness involves boËh frequerrcy and number of associations.

the pretrainíng may be thought of as adding associations to the stimulí.

Manipulation of the meaningfulness of the shapes used in thís

experiment T,^ras carried out by Pylyshyn (L963) to explore temporal

factors in inrnediate memory. Although Pyl-yshyn generally used famiLíar-

ízatíon tasks differing from those used here (e. g. naming shapes) he

did have the subjects scale the shapes. A recognition test indicated

increased recognition wíth increased meaningfulness.



CHAPTER III

EXPERTMENTA]. }.frTHOD AND RESULTS

I. METHOD

Materials

Twelve of Attneave's shapes, scaled according to assocíative

value by Vanderplas and Garvín (1959) were used as mediaËors: six

shapes of 1ow associative value, Vanderplas and Garvints síx-point

shapes, Numbers 28, 29, 20 and twel-ve-poínt shapes, Numbers 27, 28, 29

and six shapes of high associative value, six-poínt shapes, Numbers 5,

7, B and twelve-point shapes, Numbers 1, 2,3. The former shapes were

all scaled at associatíve value 26 and the Latter shapes varied from

values 48 xo 52. The associatÍon values refer to the percentage of

subjects abl-e to give a response to the shape. Five other shapes,

randomly chosen, were used in one of the manipul-ation tasks described

below: six-point shapes, Numbers 4 and 25, twelve-point shapes, Numbers

8 and 24 and twenËy-four point shape, lfumber 30.

For the control groups having irrel-evant manipulation, six conwron

shapes, circle, square, triangle, diamond, cross and rectangle were

used. Five other common shapes were used in one manipulaËion Ëask in

addition to the six major shapes. These five shapes incl-uded a heart,

a triangle and cross díffering from the two used above, a wider rec-

tangle than that used above and a para llelogram.

The shapes r¡zere presented to the subjects during the manípula-

tion period in the form of four by four inch pictutes, white shapes on

L2
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a black background. During the medÍation part of Ëhe experiment 35-

millímeter slides of the shapes, white on black were projected onto a

black screen eighËeen by thirteen inches.

The stimuli and responses for mediation appear in Appendix A

and consist of ten pairs of two sy11ab1e adjectíves chosen to minimize

assocíatíve value between the two words of the paír. A memory drum

was employed to present these words during the Ëest phase of the

experíment. All of the r,vords used here appear at least once per

million words according to the Thorndike-Lorge tables. The frequency

values vary from orie per million (bearded) to over 100 per mill-ion

(human). The words, then, should be quite familíar to all uníversity

student.s.

Conditions

Two major groups were first chosen for investigation, one gïoup

receiving the low associative value shapes as mediators and the other

grouP the high assocíaËive value shapes. To determíne whether manipula-

tion of the shapes would have any effect on their subsequenL use as

mediators, each group was divided ínto those having manipulation of

the shapes before mediatíon (relevant manípulation, R) and a control

group manipulatíng círcles, squares, etc. (irrelevant manipulation, r).

Since it seemed possible that the manipulation of irrelevant shapes

might interfere wíth mediation tT¡ro more groups were added, one using

1ow and the other hígh associative value shapes but with no previous

manipulation. The condítions used in Ëhis experimenË are presenËed

in Table I.
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TABLE I

SU}.ß{ARY OF TI]E SIX GROUPS FOR DIFFERENT CONDITIONS OF
FAMILIARITY AND }4ANIPULATION

Irrelevant Relevant
No Manípulation (N) Manipulation (I) Manípulation (R)

Unfamiliar Group 1

Familiar Group 2

Group 3

Group 4

Group 5

Group 6

Subj ec ts

The subjects Ì¡rere 120 Introductory Psychology students required

to serve as subjects for four hours of experímental_ work. All were

naive to Lhe Ëask and apparatus. TwenËy subjects were randomly

assigned to each of the six groups.

Procedure

Manipulatjþn Tasks. Subjects in the relevant and irrelevant

manipulation groups received the same ínstructions but differed in the

type of material to be manipulated.

Subjects "vrere seated at a table and were told:
I'You are goíng to measure and manipulate a number of shapes ín

order to become famÍliar wÍËh theml. You will have quite a few things

to do with these shapes so work as quickly but as carefully as you can'.'

1-This last phrase \¡Ias omitËed for the irrelevant manípulation
group.
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After the designs were laid out the subject rnTas told not to

turn them around ín any way.

1' The first task required the subject to arrange the shapes in

order of similaríty as perceived by him. All subjects in a particular

group started with the same shape.

2. The subject T,^ras instructed to close his eyes while the

experimenter randomly intermixed fíve other shapes among the ones the

subject had used in Task 1. The subjecl T,,ras then told to pick out the

six shapes he had just seen.

3. Five scaling methods using Osgoodrs Semantic Dífferential

method were used. The subject was given the following instructions:

"Now I'm going to have you scale the shapes five dífferent r^rays,

that is according to five different dimensions.

(a) rrhe first thing r want you to do is to assígn a number

from one to seven to each shape to describe the pleasantness

or unpleasantness of the shape. so the most pleasant shapes,

or the ones you like the most, will receive a number toward

the seven end of the scale and the unpleasant shapes, or the

ones you like the 1east, will receive a number toward the one

end of the scale. You reaLíze that you have six shapes and

seven numbers so you may give any number of shapes the same

number, you may skip numbers. r just T,^/ant to know how Þleasant

the shapes are to you.'l

I,rrhen this task had been completed and the experímenter felt

that the subject understood the nature of the scaling technique, the
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following instructions t^rere given:

(b) rrThis Ëime assign a number from one to seven Ëo each shape

to estimate how rm:ch the shape would weigh if Ít were solid, the

heavy looking shapes Loward the seven encl rhe jiohrar looking

shapes toward the one end" "

The same insËructions as in (b) were given for the following:

(c) esËimating Lhe probabiliËy of the shape being able to rolL

down a slope if it were so1id.

(d) esËimating the probabíliLy of the shape being able ro f1y

if it were solid.

(.) estimaËing the amount of absËractness of the shape.

The fína1 task required the subject to put togeËher the two

halves of the shapes which \,{ere arranged randomly before him.

Mediation

All subjects took part in Ëhis parË of the experiment.

The subjects received Ëhese ínsËructions for the A-B (word-

stimulus Ëo mediaËor) part of the experiment:

rrlnlhat wíl1 happen here is that I will say a word and Ëhen the

picËure of a shape (one of the shapes you have just seen, for Ëhe

relevant manipulaËion groups; a differenË shape from Ëhe ones you have

just seen, for Ëhe írrelevant manipulaËion groups) will be flashed on

the screen in front of you over there. There are síx words, six

shapes. I wanË you Ëo learn which word goes wiËh whích shape. I,rIe

will go through them four Ëimes r¿ith the shapes beíng in a different

order each time. The imporËant poínt for you to remember is that I
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will say the word first and then the shape that goes T,.rith it will come

on. Are there anv questions?rr

The apparatus lüas set up to project one shape for two seconds

and then waÍt two seconds for the next shape. In the two seconds

before each shape the word that went with it was given.

For the B-C (mediators to response word) part of the experiment

the subjects were told:

'rThis time the same shape wilL come on as before but I Tiüant you

Ëo learn another new word to go with it. This time the shape will come

on fírst and than r'11 te1l you the word that goes with it. Now we'11

go through it once: the shape will come on, I'11 tell you Ëhe word.

Then I'11 te1l you to go ahead and when each shape comes on after that

r want you to te1l me what word goes wíth it from this second group of

words. I,rIe wíl1 go Ëhrough it four times alËogether. Are there any

questions?rl

For the tesË part of the experiment (A-c) the subject was Ëo1d:

"Now for this part of the experiment you will be using the machine

ín front of you. trühat you are going to get here are paired-associate

words. To give you an example of a paired-associate, the word 'red'

might appear alone at that 1ittle window ín front of you. Then, two

seconds later, two words will appear, tred' and 'askt. you have to

associate 'redtwith raskr so that when tredt comes up agaÍn alone, you

can say 'ask'. Now ilm giving you ten pairs of words. some of the

words you just heard in the prevíous part of the experíment. so the

very fÍrst time r,./e go through the words, when you see one word alone
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that you recogníze try to te11 me the word that goes with it íf you can.

Guess if you 1ike. trrle keep going through the words untí1 you get them

all correct on one trial. The words are in a different order each time.

Are there any questions?tt

Every effort was made to clarify the instructions in all parts

of the experiment.

II. RESULTS

Trials to A-C Learning Criterion

No difference T,{as demonstrable between the six groups in number

of trials taken to reach A-C criterion (F = L4I, df = 19, p > "05).

This could be interpreted to mean either that the effects of the famil-

iarity of the medíator and the manipulation of the shapes vrere relaEively

insignificant in determining number of trials to criterion, or that the

variabílity of the data is so large as to mask their effects. The

latter interpretation \^7as favored because the number of trials to cri-

terion for each control group vras greaËer than those for the correspond-

íng manipulation groups and because there were marked differences between

subjecËs in number of trials to criterion. Since the fastest subjects

in a pilot study, as well as in the experiment itself, learned to the

criteríon in four trials, only the first four trials of A-C learning

were analyzed.

The Effect of Familiaritv and Mani lation of the Mediator on the First
Four Trials of n:_Ç_l,uur"igg.

The data used to invesËiÊate the effecËs of the nature of the
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mediator !,rere the absolute number of words on each of the first four

trials of A-C (word-word) learning. The highest possible score tor a

subject on any trial was six since six of Ëhe word pairs had previously

had an intermedíate symbol (shape) established as a potential mediator

between A and C"

TABLE II

ANAIYSIS OF TITE EFFECTS OF FAMILIARITY AND MANIPULATION OF THE
MEDIATOR FOR THE FIRST FOUR TRIAIS OF LEARNING

Source df

I'nmili¡ri|-r¡
(Un. and Fam. )

Manipulation (N, I, R)

Trials

InteractÍon: Familiarity
X Manipulation

InËeraction: Familíarity
X Trials

ïnteraction: Manipulation
X Tríals

Interaction: FamÍliarity
X Manipulation X Trials

I,rïithin Ce11s

I

2

3

2

ôJ

6

6

456

t2 /, 1

oa 
^/,

L37 .27

¿. oJ

.29

.95

.74

L. L7

20 . 01ìk

84. 64rt

113 . 85?k

2.24

.*p < .01

As can be seen from the analysis in Table II, manipulation of

the shapes, familiarity of the shapes and trials each determined a
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significant portion of the variability

learning the A-C associations.

in 1eve1 of performance in

The no-manípulation (N) and the irrelevant manipulation (I)

groups rrüere not different (t = .97, df = 58, p ) .05) in absolute

number of pairs correct on the first four trials.tf 1e¡rnins

Mediation

Possible mediation effecËs on the six experimenËal pairs were

examined in terms of a comparison with control pairs where no direct

mediation vras possible. Each subject received two percentage scores,

1) response words correct for mediated paÍrs, and 2) response words

correct for non-mediated paírs, both being compared with the total

number of each possible during A-C learning. For example, if a subject

required ten trials to learn the ten words he had a possible mediation

score of 60 and a possible non-mediation score of 40. If he managed

to get 40 mediation words and 20 non-mediatíon words correct his scores

v/ere: medíation, .66 and non-mediation, .50. A difference score

(mediation minus non-mediation) was then computed for each subjecË.

Table III shows that the within-subjects difference between

mediated and non-mediated pairs of words ín learning A-C associations

differed depending on whether the mediator was familiar or unfamiliar.

These clifferences are made more explicit in Table IV, which shows the

means of the differences among mediated and non-mediated pairs for the

six conditions of A-C learning.
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TABLE III

ANALYSTS OF DIFFERENCES BETI^IEEN PERCENTAGE CORRECT ON MEDIATION AND
NON-MEDIATION I^IORDS FOR ALL I4ANIPULATION AND FAMILIARITY GROUPS

Source df

Manipulation (N, I, R)

l'nmj 'l i nri i.rr
(Un. and Fam. )

InteracLion: Manipulation
X l'rmi I r'¡rí f rz

üIithin Ce11s

I

¿

TT4

510.63

1592.03

L72. tL

2L6 .77

2.35

t.J+^

^åP < .0i

TABLE IV

MEANS OF THE DIFFERENCE SCORES BETI^IEEN THE PERCENT CORRECT

FOR MEDIATION AND NON-}4EDTATION PAIRS

Irrelevant Relevant
No Manipulation (N) Manipulation (I) Manipui.ation (R)

UnfamilÍar

FamilÍar

-4. s5

7 .25

-1.8s

4.40

5. 60

9. 3s

As indicated in Table IV the raw difference scores reveal that

the control groups having an unfamilíar medíator \^/ere generally not

mediating. The means of theír ra\¡/ scores resulted in a minus quantitv

therefore índícatíng a higher percent.age correct on non-mediated rather
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than medíated pairs. There is the possibility that if, for example,

Shape 1 is learned as a response to the word I'beardedr' ín the A-B part

of the experiment and the word "noonday" is learned incorrectly to

Shape 1 in the B-C part of the experiment, when the subject comes to

learn rrbearded-arcLÍcrr, the correct A-C pair, "beardedrr tends to evoke

the response t'noonday". A situatíon such as this is more 1ike1y to

arise with unfamiliar mediators, if the basic hypothesis of this

experiment ís correct.



CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSTON

The results of this experiment support the hypothesis that

meaningfulness of a syrnbol affects its potential usefulness as a

mediator. A familiar symbol facilítates medíat.ion more than an unfamil-

iar one, and there is a suggestion that an unfamiliar symbol does not

mediate at all. This study also demonstrates Ëhat manipulation of Ëhe

symbol before it is established as a mediaËing link between two other

responses facilitates mediation.

The major concern of this experiment was to provide a possible

explanation for the apparent lack of medíation in young children. For

this reason no attempË was made to separaËe the trvo components of mean-

ingfulness, frequency of occurrence and associative value. IË was

belÍeved that generally a symbol (objecË, shape, word, etc. ) might be

expecËed Ëo be encountered more frequenËly in the 1Ífe of a young child

simply because iË is an aspect of various environmenËal situations. The

different envíronmental siËuaËions or contexts may be expected to add

ner¡z associations to the symbol.

Therefore it was posËu1aËed that

encounËered and the more associaËions it

learn ner^7 associat.ions to iL.

It must be noted that this thesis

sidered as only one Ëype of mediation.

meaníngfulness used here is a resËricËed

the more frequently a symbol

had, the easier it would be

deals \.^rith whaË misht be con-

FurËher, while the definiËion of

one, it is useful in explaining

is

Ëo

23
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how words f irst acquire meaning for the young child. I¡lords which have

acquired a límited amount of meaning by being frequently encountered

and by having a number of assocíaËions attached to them become part of

language structure. As a part of language, words may acquire nevr mean-

ings Lhrough strucËure and context, resulting in mediaËion that may be

thought of as different from that considered here.

Frequency of occurrence and assocíaËíve value are thus seen as

providing a subsËructure of meaning for a r,vord before thís word becomes

nnrf nf fho I rno-*--juage"

The process by which children probably begin Ëo learn the concepts

"red" and t'green" cart be considered in Ëerms of the above suggestions.

Children have often been asked, r'lühat colour ís thís?" They have responded

with rrredrr or t'greenrt. Simí1ar situaËions have probably occurred fre-

quently for the young child while statemenËs such as, I'Bring me Ëhe red

book'r or 'rBring me Ëhe red slüeateïrt have noË been encountered as fre-

quently. l,ihile the first quesËion requíres Ëhe 1abe11ing of a stimulus

in terms of colour, Ëhe second staËement requíres a response to the label.

The second set of sËatements may occur more ofËen for the child as he

grolüs older, resultíng in the formaËion of new associations thus Íncreas-

ing the meaning of the word. That is. questions of the first kind tend

only to sËrengËhen one association (stimulus-red), while st.aËemenËs of

the second kind may be effective in esËablishíng nel{ associations (red

to book, sr,^reater, eËc. ) .

trüiËh meaning acquired in Ëhis manner. the word is included in

complex sentences and gains additional meaning from Ëheir formal- structure.
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The example of Ëhe process by which children learn the concept

of "red" and "green" again brings up Ëhe quesËíon of the Ë\^ro componenËs

of meaningfulness, frequency of occurrency and assocíaËive va1ue,

suggesting a concepËual separation of these ti^io aspects of meaníngfulness.

It was hypothesized that repetitíon of the response "red" to the

sËímulus t'colour" should only serve to sËTengthen Ëhe link between Ëhe

stimulus and the response (colour-red). Frequency of occurrence, is not,

in thís instance, seen as playing a parL in the formation of ne-¡ associa-

t,íons wÍth the 1abel r'redrr. However, the occurrence of Ëhe 1abe1 "red"

in connecËion wÍËh objects such as I'svreaËer" and rrbookrr etc., has been

presented as signíficanË in forming ne\¡/ associat.ions.

A further analysis may serve to clarify Ëhe separaLion of frequency

and number of associations proposed above. Sherman and Henry as reported

by Valentine (1941) ciËe Ëhe example of children living in isolated

conrnuniËies who, when asked to define Ëhe hrord'rpost-office'r said thaË

Ëhe post-office hTas a place with baskets of apples in front of it.

CerËainly the children had seen Ëhe posË-offíce a large number of times

buË in only one conËexË--the general store. The meaning of the word

rrposË-office'r ïnlas very 1ímiËed for these chíldren. Through numerous

contacts with the post-office Ëhe chíldrs original associations wíth

post-offíce (baskets of apples--post-office) had been strengthened.

However, the chÍld had formed no new associations wíÉh Ëhe word rrpost-

office'r. It míght be expecËed that such symbols or objects, although

quíËe familiar, would be of limÍted value as mediaËors in a different

learning situaËíon because of Ëheír limiËed nurnber of associaËions"
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The importance of the tT,^Io aspects of meaníngfulness as defined here,

frequency of occurrence and associatíve va1ue, should now be apparent.

In discussing frequency of occurrence, the repetit.ion of a symbol in

the same contexL has been referred Ëo. Repetition is genera1-1-y instru-

ment.al in strengthening the associative connecËions between the syinbol

and its particular conËext. Given thís conËext as a stimulus there is

a high probabilixy that the symbol often encounËered in this context

may be evoked as a response" Hor,'rever, the probability of Ëhis symbol

being evoked as a response in anoËher contexË ís 1ow. The number of

assocíaËions attached to a symbol is dependenË upon the number of con-

Ëexts in which the symbol appears. Therefore a syrnbol which appears in

five different situations could become attached to more associaËions

than a symbol which appears ín only one conËext and Ëhus the former

symbol should be more meaningful and more useful as a mediator.

Consider no\^7 Lr^ro symbols which appear in the same number of

siËuations (e.g" five) buË one of the symbols has been encounËered

Ëwice in each situation and Ëhe oË.her onlv once in each of iËs five

envÍronmenËal situations. Both symbols may be equally meaningful whíl-e

the first may be seerl as having sËronger links with its various assocía-

tions 
"

The respective importance of frequellcy and associative value as

components of meaningfulness havíng been revie\.ried, experímenËs are indi-

cated which will methodologically separate these aspecËs and verify

Ëheir signifÍcance.



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSTONS

This investígation r¡ras concerned with the signifÍcance of the

meaningfulness of a syrnbol on its effectiveness as a mediator. It was

proposed that the general conclusion noted in the literature. that

young children do not mediate whil-e older chíldren and adults do. can

be explaÍned by the fact that the medíator lacks the necessary meaning-

fulness for young children. Meaningfulness was defined in terms of

frequency of occurrence and associative value of a syrnbol.

Twelve of Attneavets shapes r¡/ere chosen as mediators. Six of

these shapes scaled by Vanderplas and Garvin (1958) of 1ow associative

value and six of hÍgh associaËive value were used. To change their

meaningfulness, t\¡ro groups of subjects manipulated the shapes, one group

using shapes of 1ow associative value, Ehe other shapes of hígh associa-

Ëive value. Two sy1lab1-e adjectives, scaled by Thorndíke and Lorge at

a frequency value of at least one per million words were used as stimuli

and responses.

The results suggested:

1. Shapes of higher assocíative value (more meaningfulness)

resulted in mediation superior to that for 1ow associatíve value shapes.

2. Manípulation of the shapes, both high and low associative

value shapes, improved their mediating properties.

rt was concluded that meaningfulness of the syurbol is a signi-

ficant variab1e in the effectiveness of a mediator.

27
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In the díscussÍon the tT¡ro aspecËs of meaníngfulness were

consÍdered and their possible importance in determining the meaningful-

ness of a symbol T/üas presented" It was suggested thaË furËher experi-

ments be done Ëo test the hypothesized Ímportance of each variable.
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APPENDIX A

Pairs of Stirmrlus and Response hlords (A and C) on whích Mediation
Is Possible Through Random Shapes (B)

A- SLimulus trrïord

Local
Bearded
Tender
Skinny
Human
Undone

Pairs of Stimulus and Response lJords
Relevant Mediation

A-Stimulus l,'lord

Nervous
Joyful
Extreme
01dish

C-Response trniord

AntÍque
Arctic
Noonday
Coí1ed
Neuter
Modes t

(A and C) Not Receiving
PracLice

C-Response l,{ord

I¡Ies tern
Level
Modern
Chi11y
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